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ABSTRACT

Health is subjective, involves the whole person and cannot be determined by others. It is not merely the absence of disease and illness but a resource in life. Takotsubo syndrome (TS) is a form of acute, reversible heart failure that primarily affects post-menopausal women. The complete pathological mechanisms are unknown but connections to acute stress, for example accidents, public speaking or death of a close one, have been made.

The overall aim of the thesis was to build an understanding of the meaning of being affected by TS and to investigate to what extent people affected by TS utilize health care resources and its accompanying costs.

A multi-method qualitative and quantitative approach was used to gather and analyze data. In Study I and Study II 19 and 25 people, respectively, were interviewed. In Study III, questionnaires were used to compare self-reported symptoms between 48 people with TS and 79 people with myocardial infarction. In Study IV registry data on utilization of health care resources and its costs were retrieved for 58 people affected by TS.

The findings in this thesis show that the people with TS seem to live under burdensome circumstances long before the acute onset of TS and that this affects their health. Symptoms often start a few days before the acute onset and persist after discharge. Residual symptoms cause worry and make it impossible to live as desired. People affected by TS and myocardial infarction had comparable frequency and severity of symptoms 8 weeks after discharge. The average length of stay in hospital was 6,4 days and they had on average 15,6 primary or outpatient clinic contacts during the 6 months after discharge. The average direct health care cost for the period was SEK 95,071.

The conclusion from this thesis is that illness is present before the onset of TS and that the illness persists after discharge. The findings indicate that symptoms and social structures affect health. Person-centered care can be a viable option for combining medicine with the personal experience of health.
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